clearer. One may imagine three ap-vious paragraphs, the objective is delivproaches to the probiem of providing wa-ery of water, ,lot development of pumps. ter to small farmers from aquifers near New technologies may open our eyes to the surface: (i) designing and testing a problems hitherto thought insolublesmall hand-or pedal-powered pump to but even then we must ask ourselves the be used by one or two farmers and en-critical question, "What are we trying to couraging a system to market and main-do?" tain such pumps: (ii) encouraging the inThe earth resources satellites, for exstallation of diesel-powered tube wells ample, have provided vastly improved serving 50 or so farmers and ensuring an resources data for development planning equitable distribution of the water in agriculture and forestry. They can also through cooperatives: aind (iii) encourag-provide up-to-date maps in areas where ing entrepreneurs to hire out truck-base maps are as much as 30 years out of mounted pumping equipment by the date. But to take full advantage of Landhour to individual farmers.
sat technology requires not only an apEach of these overall approaches-preciation of its potential but also a clear hardware plus institutional support-conception of overall objectives. Specificonstitutes an alternative technology. cally, it requires a system oriented toThe choice among them should depend ward the needs of the user and tied closeon careful overall assessment of local ly to user organizations, as well as a subtechnoeconomic, geographic, ecological. stantial effort to educate, reorient, and and social factors. as well as the desired often reorganize foresters, geologists, balance between growth and equity. and regional planners toward the possiSuch a technology assessment. a key ele-bil.ties created by the new data. The ment in the choice of "appropriate" (lo-data-gathering part of this system incally suitable) technology for particular cludes both Landsat and traditional investment projects. should be built into methods of aerial photography and procedures for project preparation and ground observation, and is often quite appraisal in governments and develop-difrerent from the "wishing list" of hardment assistance agencies (4) .
ware-oriented researchers (6, 7) . The crux of this approach is the focus In the same vein, the Satellite Instrucon the problem rather than on the terh-tional Television Experiment in India nology. "Technology is the answer-but showed the value of television programs Summary. A new problem in technology policy-a discipline hitherto iargely concemed with the modern industrial sector-is posed by the need for technology suited to creating productive jobs and providing minimum public services at a cost and fevel of sophistication within the reach of poor people in developing countries. Careful consideration must be given to overall and sectoral development objectives, economic and manpower resources, and the local institutional and sociocultural context. This may indicate the need for both hardware innovation, such as low-cost alternatives to waterbome sewerage, and social ("software') innovation, such as training large numbers of supervisors to implement improved technologies for labor-intensive civil works.
specifically designed for remote villages. Sectoral Outllook on Technology Policy
The National Aeronautics and Space Ad-and Appropriate Technology ministration made aivailable the directbroadcast ATS-6 satellite. and Indian Twenty years ago there were few who scientists developed indligenous hard-doubted that technological progressware rugged enough to be reliable under then conceived as powered by advances village conditions. But the programs de-in science and engineering in the develveloped for satellite broadcasting turned oped countries-would lead to a better out to be useful in villages within range world. The world was then confident that of urban transmitters as well-their val-the technology needed by developing ue was independent of the means of de-countries was available to them, perhaps livery. Yet the worldwide effort to devel-with minor modifications, in the develop radio and television programming ma-oped countries and that the major probterials specially suited to remote areas lem of technology policy in developing falls far short of the need (8).
countries was to master that technology In developed countries. mechanisms and to overcome cultural and institutionexist to translate needs into tech-al obstacles to its rapid acceptance.
nology-either through the demands of Today this automatic acceptance of the marketplace or throuigh government-technological change is questioned in sponsored basic and applied research, both developed and developing coundevelopment, and demonstration. The tries-not because of any generalized system does not work perfectly. nor is it loss of faith in technology, but because under perfect control. But the tech-of greater understanding, born of experinological and institutional capability ex-ence. that the impact of a technology deists to make it work, even in difficult cir-pends on the institutional, economic, socumstances, given the will to define ob-cial, and ecological situation into which jectives and implement them.
. it is introduced: and conversely, that Most developing countries. on the oth-government policies, market incentives. er hand, have limited capacity for local and institutional and social constraints innovation in both the public and the pri-may have as much influence on the evovate sector. Even their capacity to define lution of technology as the activities of objectives, select technology, adapt it to formal technological institutions. local needs, and implement, manage, This increased understanding of the and operate it is at a premium. More-impact of technology on developing over, developing countries, except for a countries has led policy-makers to recogfew oil exporters. do not command the nize the need for a more appropriate market power to attract innovators in the technology-which has come to mean private sector to work on their problems. technology that is smaller in scale. more It is, for example, vastly more profitable labor-intensive, more subject to local for drug companies to develop new pal-mastery, repair, and control, and more in liatives for the real or imagined ills of the ecological and cultural harmony with its middle-aged rich than to develop ef-surroundings than the technology that fective cures for tropical diseases that would likely be used in an analogous sitkill or incapacitate hundreds of millions uation in the North-and to recognize of poor people. Developing countries that the obstacles to the development thus lack both the market power and the and use of such a technology are as much indigenous capacity to direct technology social and political as technological (4. toward their problems. 9 ).
This new demind for more appropri-Ways must therefore be found to finance ate technology is in part an aspect of a the "front-end" costs and risks of inmajor revision in development thinking, no%ations intended to benefit the Qooraway trom a preoccupation with increas-costs and risks that in most technical ing the gross national product through fields are borne by wealthy civilian or the transfer of technology to developing military customers whose expenditures countries and toward increased attention are governed by noneconomic motivato agriculture and a direct concern with tions. the welfare and the productivity of the We are all aware of the suspicion in poor (/0). developing countries that the appropriAlternative paths of development ate technology movement is an attempt based on a more appropriate technology by developed countries to fob off seccan evolve only as the result of consis-ond-rate technologies they would not use tent and long-term application of a dif-themselves. This reaction is natural in ferent development strategy and set of the light of the history of relations beglobal incentives. It then becomes a criti-tween North and South. It will be discal goal of technology policy to design pelled as planners and technologists in national policies and institutions so as to developing countries confront the capital guide the evolution of the technology in and other limitations that face any atuse into appropriate directions and to en-tempt to bring technology to bear on the sure local mastery of that technology, needs of the poor, including creation of This requires an intimate knowledge of productive jobs on a-massive .cale. and the effects of market, social. and admin-devise i.raegies of ,heir ovwn to Satisfv istrative forces on technology, and is a these needls within their resource limitacritical change in emphasis from the tra-tions. we mav also hope that the risc of ditional concern of technology policy-alternative technology movemenis in klemakers with research programs. scien-veloped countries will show that many tific infrastructure. and manpower devel-people in rich countries have come to opment. It implies a close integration of question the appropriateness ol' pretechnology policy with broad develop-vailing technology for their own needs. ment policy. In the future, even the existence of development policy and technology policy as separate disciplines will "New" Technology Policy be seen as an artifact of the historical patterns of training and socialization of
The new emphasis on holistic techdevelopment economists and tech-nology assessment and on ensuring that nologists.
technology benefits the poor places new The need for more appropriate tech-demands on the relativelv voung disnology has implications for the traditioncipline of technoiogy policy. which. after al pattern of innovation. By and large, all. is only now coming to Linderstand the appropriate technologies do not yet exist technological aspects of the "old" paraas sound, well-tested hardware that can digm of development strategy. namely be located in engineering catalogs and the role ot domnestic engineering capabiliplugged into development projects. The ties. of the level and structLire of tariff technology in use in developing coun-protection. of administrative regulaltion tries has evolved in response to a set of of technology importation. and of inincentives designed to promote invest-digenous research and development in ment based on imported technology. such industries as steel. petrochemicals.
and mining I/ I1. There is a criticil need tor studies that are intended, among othfor a shil't in emphasis among technology er things. to help ensLire that the projects policy-thinkers away from the develop-they finance address the high-priority ment of technological capacity in these prohlems of the countries they seek to .,tiategic" industries along the lines al-help. In general. economic studies of reaidy developed in the indu.t1rialiCd countries review the salient facts regardCountries, towardl the dIevelonpment of ing the overall statte of a national econotechnology and technological caipacity mv. while hector studies examine broad appropriate tfOr the needs ot' the small issLies concerning a particular area. such farmer, the small entrepreneuir. and the as agricuLltuire. indutstry. transport, popuurban alnd rural poor.
ILaLion. nutrition, or irban,z ation. This shiit. in turn, demands an attempt Coountiv and sector studies are into achieve a holistic under-stazinding of the tended to provide essentiatl background present StattIs and fllture development of on strategic policies and issues that critia broadly deiined element of the ccono-cally influence the suitability and impact mv-urban shelter, say, or tood crop of technology. This background is essenproduction. storage. and marketing-so tial for the kind of technology policy I as to assess the present and likely future outlined in the earlier paragraphs. For needs for and impacts of technology, this reason, while these studies are not Such an analysis demands a long time now conceived as exercises in techhorizon, a willingness to disaggregate. nology policy, the approaches they use and an attention to economic. techno-may help to bridge the gap that now exlogical. cultural, and sociological detail. ists between development policy and We are far from having such a method-technology policy. ology for relating technology to overall I illustrate this point with reports from development needs. But just as develop-the World Bank. which is the largest ment technologists are learning to con-mUltilateral development assistance ,ider economic factors. deveiopment agency in the world. Because many deeconomists are learning to take tech-veloping countries have used tarih's to nological and other long-term factors in-niurture inefficient industries in the name to account. Economists often feel most of' import substitution. country studies comfortable with short-term projections by the World Bank commonly call for a of available data and policy recommen-shitt to a liberal trade policv and the prodations whose effects will be immediate, motion of exports. This recommendation whereas technologists tend to place their should immediately call the attention of hopes on technologies whose impact will the technology policy-maker to the need not be-felt for 15 to 25 years. But this to strengthen the local capacity for overartificial gap in time horizon is being seas market intelligence, export stanbridged. For example, the energy crisis dards. quality control. troubleshooting, has brought both econornist'4 and renh-preinvestment work, product developnologists to realize that poiicy. tmruc:ur-ment. engineering, development, and al. atnd technological changes are all (lastly) research.
needed for an effective energy strategy, Another common focus of these counand that the time scales for these try studies is problems of urban poverty. changes cover broad and overlapping Such studies should have the effect of ranges.
calling the attention of technological Development assistance agencies have planners to the need for reorientation of evolved a sequence of country and sec-part of the local technological community toward the development and design explicitly technological issues as the of low-cost hardware and buildings in lechnology package available to farmers close support of government or private of difTerent regions and sizes: the need efforts to provide the urban poor with for research and extension organizabasic services. Obversely, they should tions: policies for mechanization and for make the managers of public sector pro-exploitation of water resotirces: and the grams-for example, in housing, nutri-need for training and edtucation of farmtion, and small-farmer agriculture-ers. extension workers, credit officials. aware of the need to develop low-cost researchers. and government officials. technologies appropriate to !ocal condliFor example. a World Bank agriculturtions: to ditTuse capital-saving. scaled-al sector mission to northeast Brazil down industrial technology. especially to found that one of the main obstacles to small firms: and to develop and subsidize the agricultmral development of this vast. the distribution of low-cost foods to rem-ecologically degraded region is the lack edy nutritional deficiencies among poor of a package of farm technology much pregnant *and lactating mothers and superior to the traditional technology. young children (12).
which, although of rieager productivity. A typical World Bank sector study in was within the reach of the farmers and agriculture gathers data on and analyzes well suited to a region of frequent a number of basic determinants of tech-drought. This mission led to Bank finology: the labor market. including pat-nancing of a S145 million project for the terns of migration: the organization of establishment of a network of agriculturthe system for marketing agricultural in-al research stations in northeast Brazil. puts and oulputs. including processing.
Buildings and road construction is anstorage. and transpxrtation: the land ten-other area where badly needed efforts to ure system and distribution of farm size: improve technology are severely conthe availability and cost of credit to farm-strained by the difficulties and incentives ers of different kinds: nonfarm emrloy-faced by the locai indust:ry. In (levelment: and rural income dlistribtition. In oping as in developed couintries. governaddition, such a stidy may examine is-ments ol-ten use construction activity as sues of overall strategy that are criticall a macroeconomic spigot by which to regto efforts to improve technology, such as uiate aggregate economic activity. A the proper balance between irrigated and contractor in a developing country must rain-fed agriculture. between opening therefore organize his firm in such a way new lands for settlement and increasing that he can retain a small cadre of cacrop yields on land already tinder ctilti-pable and trusted managers dturing perivation. and between the development Of ods of recession. and expand rapidly to different geographicail regions. take advantage o(f a sudden spurt of conAll these considerations exert at least tracts during Rtish times. l'his is not a as much influence on the technological pattern stuited to the testing and adoption development of the agricultural sector as of technical innovations (14). the more traditional concerns of techIn many developing countries. lack of nology policy-makers-so much so that training and li)ince for local contractors they have been dubbed implicit tecih-and the weakness of the local butilding nology policy 1/3 by the last decade of materials indtistrv are major obstacles to writers on technology policy, the use of a more aipproprizate construcIt is a relatively small step. olthough tion technology. These are combined. in one not always taken in practice, to such one west Alrican country. with a grossiy overvalued local currency. which makes rural transport. a major need of remote it profitable to import prefatbricated villages is basic access to markets at low building materials even though the coun-cost. It tur-ns out that there already exist try suffers from tcvere unemployment a large number of commercially avail-(14).
able. rugged. low-cost vahicles suitable The sectoral overview can also help in for off-road transport of goods (18) . One the definition of technological reqUire-way to provide basic access would be to ments common to many developing operate such vehicles over low-cost countries. as may be seen from World tracks in order to transport 'goods to Bank research on appropriate tech-feeder roads accessible to trucks. nology for civil works construction. sani-A somewhat different approach to the tation. forestry. and rural transport. mobilization of technology for the beneThe civil works study examined the fit of developing countries is illustrated feasibility of alternative civil construc-by the situation ofcotton. About 125 miltion technologies using different combi-lion of the poorest people of the world nations of labor and equipment. It devel-depend on cotton for their ,livelihood. oped and demonstrated technologies that and 11 countries with a per capita inimprove the productivity of labor and al-come less than S2t)M depend on it for so create employment. through modifi-more than 10 percent of their exports. cations in both hardware (handcarts. Cotton's share of world textile markets wheelbarrows, rail carts. ropeways. ani-has dropped from 70 to 5i percent since mal-drawn rollers) and software (worker ls55, largely because the newer synthetincentive systems. site management ic fibers offer the consumer permanentpractices. health and nutrition standards) press and other special features. (/5).
Three development agencies have put The sanitation study sought to deter-F.wward an inno ative proposai for an inmine the technical and economic feasi-tegrated global program to defend the bility of various options for meeting the market share of cotton. The program water supply and waste disposal needs of would consist of agricultural production the urban and rural poor. Preliminary re-research (to increase yield. improve sults indicate that there are many viable quality. and lower production costs): intechnological alternatives between the dustrial research (to give cotton desirpit privy and a complete waterborne able end-use properties such as persewerage system (such as aqua privies.
manent-press and make it more compatcartage systems. and septic tanks, and ible with high-speed textile machinery): that environmental sanitation can be im-technical assm.tance to mills in developed proved by the installation and mainte-and developing countries (nto facilitate nance of systems costing one-tenth to the transfer of newly developed cotton one-third (per household) as much as a technologies): and marketing and promoconventional sewerage system (4, 16) . tion (to strengthen the image of cotton as A global overview of the world forest-a desirable fabric and to promote its new ry problem has focused attention on the features). role of wood in providing fuel and cash
The proposal calls for the estabincome to small farmers as part of a lishment of an intergovernmental organilarger package of credit, inputs, and zation. to be called Cotton Development technoiogy-a major shift in emphasis International (CDI). which would be from traditional. industrially oriented. funded in part by cotton-producing councapital-intensive forest projects /7). In tries and in part by aid donors and would complement the efforts of existing'organ-innovators towanrd socialiv importl.nt izations to assist cotton (I9t. The pro-techniological problems. to de%elop poiposal is now before governments. The icy instrnuments thai will lead to desirable CDI proposal is patterned after the suc-innovations. and to develop the techcessful International Wool Secretariat nologic;al capacity to deline and solve Ivand Malaysian Rubber Research Board. cal prohlems and implement the solttwhich have shown how modern tech-lions. nology can maintain the competitiveness of natural fibers against materials produced by large chemical finns and backed International Cooperation foir by modern integrated marketing and .rehnological Inno%ation technology.
Long-term, technologically oriented What, then, are the lessons of the new. sector analysis can provide background broaider view of technology policy for information for assessing the impact of those whose profession is the developan innosation and for guLuding policies in-ment of programs of international cooptended to lead to a system in which desir-eration in technologyj and science" able technology will come into use. DeAt the project level. it seems to me veloping countries need to develop the that we have no choice but to concencapability to carry out. or at least super-trate our efforts on the areas that are vise. studies of this kind. and to revise m,ost likely to bring practical results to them periodically in the light of experi-pressing problems, and try to foresee ence.
and set in motion as much as we can of At the same time, many historically the total innovation process. This means important innovations have taken place. that we must probe not only the technot because they fit in with prevailing ec-nological merit of any proposal, but the onomic, social, and political strticttires. probable technoeconomic feasibility of but because they overcame them (often the technology once it is developed and through the heroic efforts of an "in-implemented. We should compare the novation champion") or niade them ob-proposed technology, under realistic solete and forced vested interests of vari-conditions in a developing country, with ous kinds to accommodate a new and sti-existing technology under comparable perior technology. These technologies circumstances. As far as possible, we emerge from the ideas of researchers and should consider the opportunitv costs of inventors who draw on their knowledge inputs and the true value of outputs, corof,the needs of the market and their un-recting for distortions in market prices derstanding of technological possibility. and for external factors such as social
We are unlikely to identify such tech-and environmental effects. We should alnologies by sector work. MIoreover. pol-so consider whether that technology is icy analysts have in the past seriously likely to be implemented on a practical misjudged the potential for technological scale if it has succeeded in the laboratoinnovation to change a situation or, as ry, or whether social, institutional. culhappened in the energy crisis, for unex-tural, or political -obstacles are almost pected events to create an immediate certain to block it. need for technological innovations.
The question of whether a developThe role of technological sector analy-ment assistance agency should help resis. then, is not to control'the dircction of searchers and innovators to try to ininnovation, but to guide researchers and troduce innovation into a repressive or stagnant society raises difficult ethical lies, technical collaborators, or even questions. There is no point in tinder-sources of financial support. taking a project if unchangeable woci4i.
This focus on the total innovation proinstitutional, or political obstacles are cess has implications for the design of incertain to block it. There are even times dividual projects of international cooperwhen such attempts are physically dan-ation and for the design of international gerous to the innovator.
programs and institutions. For example, As a practical matter. governments of a number of subjects for potential collabdeveloping countries usually control the oration between developed and develintroduction of innovations that run oping countries are relatively straightcounter to their current development forward explorations of an engineeringstrategy. However, these governments based technology that has not benefited are. with a few exceptions. not mono-much from recent technological adliths. For this reason. there will be times vances, say the bicycle (20), the wood when a successful technological experi-stove (21). or the microturbine (22). ment can be the vanguard of social
The success or failure of such a project change. Development of small-scale en-will probably depend at least as much on ergy sources may open up new possi-the skill of its promotors in combilities for rural development in areas re-mercializing the innovation as on its mote from power grids. Development of technoeconomic prospects in the laboratechnologies for smail-scale farming or tory. It is therefore reasonable to ask industry may undermine the justification that the project promoters themselves for exclusive reliance on large-scale have (or cooperate with someone who technology. Research or demonstration has) a clear understanding of the probprojects may thus highlight the existence lems that will confront those who seek to of alternative strategies as a first step to-commercialize the projected innovation ward mobilizing public opinion or ready-and who will establish links with proing official opinion for change. spective manufacturers. in developed or In short. programs of technological in-developing countries. novation may be undertaken even if the In the case of a device that is to be exinnovation, if successful, would run ported by a developed country, this athwart existing policies and institutions. means discussions and perhaps tentative Project planners should take the overall arrangements with the manufacturer, situation into account and design the preferably together with partners in the project to maximize the probability of in-developing country concerned. If it is to novation on a significant scale. They be manufactured in the formal sector of should consider the likely obstacles to the developing country. provision must innovation and try to deal with them as be made for collaboration with a manuearly as possible, and they should estab-facturer there so that the design of prolish contact with potential users of the duction prototypes will be consistent technology as early as possible. This with his fabrication capability as well as may pay extra dividends: once we have with the conditions confronting the poput ourselves in the shoes of the person tential user. If the device is to be made in who will have to commercialize or pro-the informal sector-the village or urban mote the innovation, even if the latter is workshop-arrangements should be still a gleam in a researcher's eye, we sought with government or voluntary may uncover hidden bottlenecks to the agencies to test and promulgate the deinnovation process or unsuspected al-signs and ensure that they are suited to local contlitions.
vador. private fotindations concerned The "not-invented-here" syndrome with commtinity development), espeaiects all hunilanii organizatiouls. and time cially when implementation of the techspent earl) in the project io develop nology in question demands intimale these links will he repaid many times at a knowledge of the local ctlturall and solater daie. This requilement can he re-cial sittuation 23). Participation in such laxed somewhat if the engineering con-programs will strengthen the techcept is sufliciently novel to require Cx-nulogical capability of these operating tensive lesting. and still more if resealrch organizations-a goal at least as imporis needed to extend fiund;jmental tinler-lant as that of strengthening the tormal standing before a new technology can te technological infrastructure. devisedl.
The projected process of innovation may also be a key elciment in determining Tl'e Appropriate Technology Miovement the balance and relationship between researchers in developed and developing Many of the seminal ideas in smallcountries who are collaborating in an un-scale. ecologically appropriate techdertaking. The sophistication of the re-nology in developed and developing quired research and of the eventual pro-countries are due to small. informal duction technology is an important con-groups who are working with minimal sideration. equlipment and fina:niall support and of-A less obvious but no less critical con-ten with missionary zeal for a partictilar sideration is the extent to which a design technology or pattern of life. which may is likely to be dependcnt on features spe-be contrary to the ideas prevailing in cific to the developing country. such as their country (24). raw materials. customs, traditions. and These groups are the life of the approregulations. The appropriateness of a priate technology movement. Yet they building technology, for example, de-cannot by themselves provide tested alpends not only on local clays. rocks, and ternatives to conventional technology on living habits. but also on the structure a scale commensurate with the scope of and capabilities of the local construction the problem they have helped to identify. industry and on the locai economic and There is a need to keep these groupsregulatory incentives and constraints alive and flourishing. even while their within which it operates. For this reason, ideas are being translated into hardware internatiouial programs of building and and software that can be tested and apbuilding materials research depend criti-plied on a large scale. cally on having collaborators in the deThis creates a dilemma for those of us veloping countries who know the local in establishment" organizations who building industry and are capable of ana-agree that it is essential to devise simlyzing in detail the situation facing the pier, cheaper technologies for use in debuilding contractor (14) .
veloping countries. It is far easier to set Such collaborators need not be re-up international institutes to do this than search institutes. There are advantages it is to nourish the fragile grass roots into seeking out collaborators with oper-stitutions attempting. often against great ating capabilities (ministries of housing odds, to identify local needs and to proor education, associations of building en-mote a piece of "appropriate'" hardware gineers, or, as in the case of an out-or a new concept in community organi-
There is a need -for modest inter-sponsive to the wishes of the domestic national support for these institutions to scientific community). and international provide links between them and the out-bodies such as the International Foundaside world and to help them tackle prob-tion for Science. lems beyond their capacity ;25). iut it is
There is no question that there is a essential that the international structure need for basic research of the highest not swamp the fragile national institu--Nuality on scientific problems of importions it is supposed to serve.
tance to developing countries. Tropical meteorology (27) , parasitic disease (28), insect endocrinology (29). nitrogen fixaNeed for Basic Research tion (30). and the properties of unstudied species of tropical flora and fauna inFinally. let me turn from innovation to cluding many that have nourished milthe other end of the scientific spectrum. lions of people for generations) (3!) are namely basic research. It is commonly only a few of these problems that are said that what developing countries need worthy of the attention of the best scienis not basic research. but practical re-tific minds anywhere in the world. search aimed at practical problems. I do
In most Western countries, the evolunot agree. Developing countries by and tion of basic science is byi tradition aularge do not overinvest in basic research: tonomously regulated. Nevertheless, the they underinvest in indigenous tech-emphasis in basic research is determined nology. If there is no local capacity to in large part by its economic importance absorb technology and carry out local in-to the developed countries. We know novations. basic research becomes iso-little about many scientific problems that lated from the needs of the country and are important to developing cotintries. is magnified in the public mind. not because they lack intrinsic interest Yet basic research on a modest scale is but because they are not thought to be a good investment for developing coun-critical by national funding agencies in tries. It is a relatively inexpensive way to developed countries and do not arise keep good uni%ersitv facUlty in the cOun-from the usual experience of scientists in trs who zire in touch with world tiendts in developed countries. Insights into these technology. intellectually alive, and problems may arise as a by-product of turning out well-trained students 1206.
progress in related scientific disciplines. Ideaily. basic research in developing but advances are slow compared to those countries shouid be organized around a in more fashionable areas. local problem that is both scientifically In fortunate instances, economic motichallenging and of major importancevations may turn the attention of develparasitology. for example, or wildlife oped countries to the needs of the develecology. Btit considering the value of oping countries. Diarrheal diseases, for basic researchers in developing coun-example. are a leading cause of death tries, this should not be an absolute re-among poor children in developing counquirement. And considLering that they of-tries. They are also a major source of ecten have a difficult time finding long-term onomic loss to the tourist industry and to support at even minimal levels, their col-multinational companies who must post leagues in developed countries should do empioyees and their families to locations their best to sustain them through inter-for which they are immunologicaliv illnationai scientific collaboration. national prepared. Recent advatnces in the microfunding bodies (which are generally re-biology of the human intestine-an un-sung research area of immense human veloped countries. Within the develimponance-raise hopes that better on-oping countries. technology meets the derstanding of the cauises of diarrhea needs of the well-off and not those of the may lead to practical benefits to tourists, poor. Even basic research is strongly ininternational businessmen. and poor fluenced by the pull of the market. children alike (32.
If the innovation system is lo work on In a very different area of basic sci-behalf of the developing countries. and ence, developed countries. through the particulatrly on behalf of the poor in deGlobal Atmospheric Reseurch Program veloping cotintries, individual countries IGARP) of the World Meteorologic.al Or-and the internalional community must ganization and the International Council devise alternatives to the market in order of Scientific Unions, are spending hun-to promilote innovation in areas where dreds of million of dollars to study the there is a need but not a demand. A numfundamental physical properties of the ber of elforts in this direction are tinder tropical atmosphere. This program is pri-way. The most successful and bast esmarily designed to acquice the scientific tablished of these, the international agribasis for global climatic models that will culttiral research institiutes, are intermake possible long-rangc (iH-to 30-day) nationally fiunded and directed. Other prediction of the weather in temperate lielis. such a!s rural energy, will probably regions. lend themselves to development by a deAs it happens, these niodels are also centralized network of institutions in essential for even short-range (1-to 3-close touich with local needs and proday) predictions of the weather in tropi-spective,users. and perhaps linked by cal areas, as well as predictions of the modest international technological serstrength and timing of the monsoons in vices. different parts of the tropical world.
However elfective these or any other Thus GARP promises major scientific international programs may be. there is advances directed to the needs of devel-no substittite for strong national techoping countries. It also provides an op-nological elforts in dleveloping countries. porttnity for meteorologists from devel-linked as closely as possible to overall oping countries to collaborate with the economic or sectoral objectives. The exbest of their colleagues in the world on a istence of these links is critical to the problem of great importance to. both de-sticcess of technological programs. veloped and developing countries (27) .
Technologists thus face a double challenge: to recognize the potential for new efforts to harness science and technology Concluding Observations for the benefit of the developing countries and, by understanding the social, The impetus behind the 1979 United institutional, and economic framework Nations Conference on Science and within which an innovation is to operate, Technology for Development in Vienna to facilitate its use. This means that techis the conviction of the developing coun-nologists in developing countries, and tries that technology is a key element of those in developed countries with whom development that is outside their control they cooperate, must come to underbecause the world system of science and stand the global and nationai social, ecotechnology does not work in their inter-nomic. and institutional context within est. Technology meets the demands of which technology contributes to develthe market, and except for a few oil ex-opinent. and to apply this understanding 
